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and sources cross the line from legal consequences to the
potential for physical harm [42, 57, 58].
Responses to these escalating threats have included
guides to best computer security practices for journalists (e.g., [17, 43, 47, 62]), which recommend the use
of tools like PGP [67], Tor [22], and OTR [14]. More
generally, the computer security community has developed many secure or anonymous communication tools
(e.g., [4, 10, 14, 21–23, 63, 67]). These tools have seen
relatively little adoption within the journalism community, however, even among the investigative journalists
that should arguably be their earliest adopters [48].
To design and build tools that will successfully protect
journalist-source communications, it is critical that the
technical computer security community understand the
practices, constraints, and needs of journalists, as well as
the successes and failures of existing tools. However, the
journalistic process has not been deeply studied by the
academic computer security community. We seek to fill
that gap in this paper, which is the result of a collaboration between researchers in the journalism and computer
security communities, and which is targeted at a technical computer security audience.
To achieve this, we develop a grounded understanding of the journalistic process from a computer security perspective via in-depth, semi-structured interviews. Following accepted frameworks for qualitative
research [18, 30, 35], we focus closely on a small number
of participants. We interviewed 15 journalists employed
in a range of well-respected journalistic institutions in
the United States and France, analyzing these interviews
using a grounded theory approach [18, 30]. We then synthesize these findings to shed light on the general practices (Section 4.3), security concerns (Section 4.4), defensive strategies (Section 4.5), and needs (Section 4.6)
of journalists in their communications with sources.
Our interviews offer a glimpse into journalistic processes that deal with information and sources of a range
of sensitivities. Some of our participants report being

Though journalists are often cited as potential users of
computer security technologies, their practices and mental models have not been deeply studied by the academic
computer security community. Such an understanding,
however, is critical to developing technical solutions that
can address the real needs of journalists and integrate
into their existing practices. We seek to provide that insight in this paper, by investigating the general and computer security practices of 15 journalists in the U.S. and
France via in-depth, semi-structured interviews. Among
our findings is evidence that existing security tools fail
not only due to usability issues but when they actively interfere with other aspects of the journalistic process; that
communication methods are typically driven by sources
rather than journalists; and that journalists’ organizations
play an important role in influencing journalists’ behaviors. Based on these and other findings, we make recommendations to the computer security community for improvements to existing tools and future lines of research.

1

Introduction

In recent decades, improved digital communication technologies have reduced barriers to journalism worldwide.
Security weaknesses in these same technologies, however, have put journalists and their sources increasingly
at risk of identification, prosecution, and persecution by
powerful entities, threatening efforts in investigative reporting, transparency, and whistleblowing.
Recent examples of such threats include intensifying
U.S. leak prosecutions (e.g. [46, 54]), the secret seizure
of journalists’ phone records by the U.S. Justice Department [55], the collection of journalists’ emails by
the British intelligence agency GCHQ [11], politicallymotivated malware targeting journalists (among others) [13, 36, 41, 45], and other types of pervasive digital
surveillance [34]. In the U.S., these developments have
led to a documented “chilling effect”, leading sources
to reduce communication with journalists even on nonsensitive issues [25, 40]. Elsewhere, risks to journalists
1

the direct targets of threats like eavesdropping and data
theft: for example, one participant received threatening
letters and had his laptop (and nothing else) stolen from
his home while working on sensitive government-related
stories. Others discuss their perceived or hypothetical security concerns, which we systematize in Section 4.4 —
along with threats that participants tended to overlook,
such as the trustworthiness of third-party services.
By cataloguing the computer security tools that our
participants do and don’t use (Section 4.5), we reveal
new reasons for their successes or failures. For example,
built-in disk encryption is widely used among our participants because it is both easy-to-use and does not require
explicit installation. However, we find that many security
tools are not used regularly by our participants. Beyond
the expected usability issues, we find that the most critical failures arise when security tools interfere with another part of a journalist’s process. For example, anonymous communication tools fail when they compromise a
journalist’s ability to verify the authenticity of a source or
information. As one participant put it: “If I don’t know
who they are and can’t check their background, I’m not
going to use the information they give.” This requirement
limits the effectiveness even of tools developed specifically for journalists — such as SecureDrop [26], which
supports anonymous document drops — and highlights
how crucial it is for computer security experts who design tools for journalists to understand and respect the
requirements of the journalistic process.
Based on our findings, we make recommendations
for technical computer security researchers focusing on
journalist-source communications, including:
• Focus on sources: Journalists often choose communication methods based on sources’ comfort with
and access to technology, rather than the sensitivity
of information — particularly when sources are on
the other side of a “digital divide” (e.g., low-income
populations with limited access to technology).
• Consider journalistic requirements: Security tools
that impede essential aspects of the journalistic process (e.g., source authentication) will struggle to see
widespread adoption. Meanwhile, unfulfilled technical needs (e.g., the absence of a standard knowledge management tool for notes) may cause journalists to introduce vulnerabilities into their process (e.g., reliance on third-party cloud tools not
supported by their organization). These unfulfilled
needs, however, present opportunities to integrate
computer security seamlessly into new tools with
broader applicability to the field of journalism.
• Beyond journalist-source communications: A journalist’s organization and colleagues play an important role in the security of his or her practices; security tools must consider this broader ecosystem.

We consider these and other lessons and recommendations in more detail below. Taken together, our findings suggest that further collaboration between the computer security and journalism communities is critical,
with our work as an important first step in informing and
grounding future research in computer security around
journalist-source communications.

2

Related Work

We provide context for our study through a survey of
three types of related works: studies of journalists and
computer security, computer security guidelines developed specifically for journalists, and secure communication tools.
Studies of journalists and computer security. Several recent studies interviewed or surveyed journalists
(among others) in Mexico [58], Pakistan [42], Tibet [15]
and Vietnam [57] to shed light on the risks associated
with their work, as well as their use and understanding
of computer security technologies (such as encryption).
Despite the different context, our findings echo some of
the findings in these studies: for example, that maintaining communication with sources may take precedence
over security [57], that meeting in person may be preferable to digital communication [15], and that the use of
more sophisticated computer security tools is typically
limited even in the face of real threats, including risk of
physical harm [42, 57, 58]. These prior studies primarily recommended increased computer security education
and training for journalists; though we concur, our work
focuses more on technical recommendations.
Though most journalists in countries like the United
States do not face physical harm, recent interviews of
U.S. journalists and lawyers [40] revealed a distinct
chilling effect in these fields resulting from revelations
about widespread government surveillance. For example, journalists reported increased reluctance by sources
to discuss even non-sensitive topics. Another recent report [48] provides quantitative survey data about the use
of computer security tools by investigative journalists,
suggesting (as we also find) that sophisticated computer
security tools have seen limited adoption. These studies
begin to paint a picture of the computer security mental models and needs of journalists; we expand on that
understanding in this work and distill from it concrete
technical and research recommendations.
The computer security community has previously
studied the usability and social challenges with encryption among other populations (e.g., [27, 65]). Where applicable, we draw comparisons or highlight differences
to the findings of these works.
Computer security guidelines for journalists. Recent
concerns about government surveillance have prompted
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journalists in the U.S. and elsewhere to weigh computer
security more seriously. For example, several groups
have developed computer security guidelines and best
practices for journalists [17, 43, 47, 62]. Online guides
for journalists and other technology users (e.g., [16]) also
abound. These efforts highlight the need for engagement
between the journalism and computer security communities, but generally take the approach of educating journalists to use existing available tools, such as GPG and
Tor. The goal of our work is to provide the developers of
new technologies with a deep, grounded understanding
of the needs and security concerns of journalists.

are often most acute among the most vulnerable source
populations with whom journalists work (e.g., sources
involved in the criminal justice system).
Though some journalism-specific tools have been developed and deployed, notably SecureDrop [20, 26] and
similar systems, our findings suggests that such anonymous document drops — while more secure — comprise
only a small portion of journalists’ source material. In
a similar vein, Witness [7] and the Syria Accountability
Project [59] focus on collecting and securely storing sensitive eyewitness data, but are not necessarily designed
to protect the kind of ongoing communications that our
research and other sources [37, 39] suggest commonly
drives sensitive reporting.

Secure communication. A large body of work exists
on secure communication and data storage, both commercially and in the computer security research literature. For example, various smartphone applications aim
to provide secure text messaging or calling [6, 60, 64];
a range of desktop applications provide disk encryption and cleaning [1, 5, 8]; Tor [22, 61] aims to provide anonymous web surfing; Tails [4] aims to provide a private and anonymous operating system; and
tools like GPG and CryptoCat provide encryption for
email and chat messages respectively [2, 31]. Several
email providers have also attempted to provide secure
and anonymous email [3, 44]. Though valuable, most
of these tools and techniques have known weaknesses:
anonymous email, for example, lacks essential legal protections [38, 51]. Tor and Tails do not protect against all
threats and present usability challenges (e.g., [49]). Finally, many applications that appear to provide certain
security properties fail to provide those guarantees in the
face of government requests [33, 56].

3

Methodology

To make possible a sufficiently rigorous qualitative,
grounded theory based [18, 30] analysis of the general
and computer security needs and practices of journalists,
we followed the recommendation of Guest et al. [35]
to conduct 12-20 interviews, until new themes stopped
emerging [18]. Our in-depth, semi-structured interviews
were conducted with 15 journalists. Table 1 summarizes
our participants and interviews.
Human subjects and ethics. Our study was approved
by the human subjects review boards (IRBs) of our institutions before any research activities began. We obtained
informed written or verbal consent from all participants,
both to participate in the study as well as to have the interviews audio recorded. We transmitted and stored these
audio files only in encrypted form. We did not record or
store any explicitly identifying metadata (e.g., the name
of a journalist or organization), nor do we report those
here. Though we asked participants to reflect on recent
source communications, including those that touched on
sensitive information, we explicitly asked them not to
reveal identifying information about specific sources or
stories. As journalists are normally responsible for protecting source identities, these constraints were not out of
the ordinary; indeed, we felt that the resulting interviews
did not contain unnecessarily sensitive details.

While the above-mentioned commercial tools are
among those frequently recommended to journalists, the
computer security research community has also considered anonymous communications in depth. These efforts include developing, analyzing, and attacking systems like trusted relays, mix systems, and onion routing
such as that used in Tor. Good summaries of these bodies
of work can be found in [21] and [23]. Secure messaging
in general is summarized in [63]. There have also been
a number of efforts toward creating self-destructing data,
including early work by Perlman [52] and more recent
work on Vanish [28, 29]. An analysis of different approaches for secure data deletion appears in [53]. There
have also been significant efforts toward ephemeral and
secure two-way communications, such as the off-therecord (OTR) messaging system [14, 32].

3.1

Recruitment

We recruited our participants via our existing connections to journalistic institutions, usually via verbal or
email contact with a staff member followed by an email
containing our recruitment blurb. For better anonymity,
participants at each organization were not recruited directly but were selected by our contact person according
to individuals’ availability at the time of the interviews.
In communicating with the main organizational contacts,
we stressed a desire for balance in terms of participants’
technical skill and the sensitivity of their work. The vast
majority of interviews were conducted in-person, though

Though the above-mentioned technologies are valuable, our research suggests that many of them require
steps or actions at odds with substantive aspects of the
journalistic process or technical access issues of journalists and/or their sources. Moreover, these access issues
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a few were conducted via Skype.
For the purposes of this study, we limited our search
for participants to journalists directly employed by wellrespected journalistic institutions rather than freelance
journalists. This focus allows us to explore the role of
a journalist’s employer in his or her computer security
practices (or lack thereof). Our interviewees came from
six different news organizations. Of these, four represent
newsrooms and journalists who deal regularly with international (including non-Western) sources and stories of
national and/or international profile. So while the organizations themselves are based in the U.S. and/or France,
their work involves sources outside of those countries as
well. The remaining organizations have a primarily U.S.focused source base.
Nine interviews were conducted in France with journalists from French and U.S. journalistic institutions.
Two of these interviews were conducted in French and
were translated to English by another researcher. Both
the interviewer and the translator are proficient in French.
Due to our qualitative interview method and corresponding small sample size, we do not attempt to draw conclusions about differences between French and U.S. journalists in this work.
We do note that our participants are not necessarily
representative of all journalists. It may be that journalists
who agreed to speak with us are more (or less) securityconscious than those who declined, or that that the experiences of U.S. and French journalists differ from those
of journalists in other countries. We also expect that the
practices of freelance journalists differ from those of institutional journalists. Future work should study these
questions; nevertheless, our interviews give us a valuable
glimpse into the computer security practices and needs of
a significant subset of the journalistic community.

3.2

In this context, we then asked about:
• Whether they had a relationship with the source
prior to this story;
• How they first contacted the source about the story;
• Primary form(s) of communication with the source;
• Whether they would feel comfortable asking this
source to use a specific communication method; and
• How representative this example is of their communication with sources in general.
Part 2: General questions
We then asked participants more general questions about
their work as a journalist, including questions about:
• Their note-taking and storage process, and whether
they take any steps to protect or share their notes;
• Problems that might arise if their digital notes or
communications were revealed;
• Any non-technological strategies they use to protect
themselves or their sources;
• Whether someone has ever recommended they use
security-related technology in their work;
• How they define “sensitive” information or sources
in their work;
• Any specific security-related problems to which
they wish they had a solution;
• What kinds of devices they use, and who owns
and/or administers them;
• Whether they have anyone, inside or outside of their
organization, to whom they can go for help with
computer security or other technologies; and
• Their self-described comfort level with technology
and security-related technology.
Finally, we gave participants an opportunity to share any
additional thoughts with us and to ask us any questions.
Throughout the interviews, we allowed participants to
elaborate and ask clarification questions, and we asked
follow-up questions where appropriate. As a result, the
interviews did not necessarily proceed in the same order
nor did they address identical questions.

Interview Procedure

One of the researchers conducted all of the interviews
in the period from November 2014 through February
2015. Interviews were audio recorded and later transcribed and coded (more details below) by the remaining (non-interviewing) researchers. Each interview took
between 15-45 minutes and had two parts:

3.3

Coding

To analyze the interviews, we used a grounded theory [18, 30] approach in which we developed a set of
themes, or “codes”, via an iterative process. After the
interviewing researcher had conducted nearly half of
the interviews, three additional researchers each independently listened to and transcribed several interviews.
These researchers then met in person to develop, test, and
iteratively modify an initial set of codes. Two researchers
then independently coded each interview. As additional
interviews were performed, the researchers reexamined
and modified the codebook as necessary, going back and

Part 1: Questions about a specific story
We first prompted participants to tell us about the practices and tools that they use as journalists by asking them
to think about a specific recent example. We asked:
Please think about a specific story that you
have published in approximately the last year
for which you spoke with a source. (There is
no need to tell us the specific story or source,
unless you believe this information is not sensitive and would like to share it.)
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Number
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Identifier
P0
P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13
P14

Gender
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Male
Male
Female
Male
Male
Female
Female
Female
Female
Female

Participant
Organization (Type)
Large, established
Large, new
Large, established
Large, established
Large, established
Large, established
Large, established
Large, established
Large, established
Large, new
Large, new
Large, new
Small, new
Small, new
Small, established

Location
France
USA
France
France
France
France
France
France
France
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA
USA

Interview
Language
English
English
English
English
English
French
French
English
English
English
English
English
English
English
English

Length
32 min
31 min
39 min
39 min
42 min
24 min
23 min
27 min
20 min
41 min
31 min
19 min
17 min
34 min
25 min

Technical Expertise
General
Security
High
High
High
Medium
Medium
Low
High
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
Medium
Medium
High
Low
High
Medium
High
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Low
Medium
Low
High
Low
Medium
Medium

Table 1: Interviews. One researcher conducted all interviews between November 2014 and February 2015, at six well-respected
journalistic institutions. The two interviews conducted in French were translated to English by another researcher (both researchers
are proficient in French). On the right, we report participants’ general and security-specific technical expertise; these values are
self-reported. Organization size descriptors are based on those used by the Online News Association (http://journalists.
org/awards/online-journalism-awards-rules-eligibility/). “New” organizations have existed for 10 years or less.

two additional coders who coded non-overlapping sets of
9 and 6 interviews respectively. We report raw numbers
based on the primary coder, with Cohen’s kappa (κ) as a
measure of inter-coder agreement [19] (averaging kappas
for the two sets of coders). The average kappa for all results in the paper is 0.88. Fleiss rates any value of kappa
over 0.75 as excellent agreement and between 0.40 and
0.75 as intermediate to good agreement [24].

recoding previously coded interviews. This iterative process was repeated until the final codebook was created
and all interviews were coded. The researchers then met
in person to reach consensus where possible. We report
inter-coder agreement inline with our results.

4

Results

We now turn to a discussion of results from our interviews. In designing and analyzing our interviews, we
focused on several primary research questions, around
which we organize this section:
1. What are the general practices of journalists in
communicating with their sources?
2. What are the security concerns and threat models of
journalists with respect to source communication?
3. What, if any, defensive strategies (technical or otherwise) do journalists employ to protect themselves
or their sources? How and why do some possible
defensive strategies succeed and others fail?
4. What are the needs of journalists in their communications with sources that are currently hampered or
unfulfilled by computer security technologies?
By applying an appropriate qualitative analysis [18,
30, 35], we identify important themes and other observations present in the interviews. Where applicable, we
report the raw number of participants who discussed a
certain theme in order to give a rough indication of its
prevalence amongst journalists. Our results are not quantitative, however: a given participant failing to mention
a particular theme does not necessarily mean that it is
inapplicable to him or her.
Each interview was coded independently by two researchers: a primary coder who coded all interviews, and

4.1

Participants

Our participants are journalists working at major journalistic institutions in both the United States and France.
Table 1 summarizes our 15 interviews and participants.
As reflected in Table 1, we spoke with journalists
across the spectrum of general technical and computer
security expertise. Some of our participants comfortably
discussed their use of security tools such as encrypted
chat and email, while others did not use or mention any
security technologies at all. Regardless of technical and
computer security expertise, our participants work with
sources and stories of varying sensitivity. Stories considered “sensitive” by our participants include those involving information provided off-the-record by government
officials, leaked or stolen documents, vulnerable populations (e.g., abuse victims or homeless people), and personal information that sources did not want published.

4.2

Key Findings

Before diving into our detailed results, we briefly highlight our key findings.
First, we find that journalist-source communications
are often driven by the source. Participants tended to select communication mechanisms based on the comfort
level, capacities, and preferences of sources, deferring to
5

them to specify the use of computer security tools rather
than imposing these on sources. In this sense, the existing communication habits of sources are a primary obstacle to adoption of secure communication tools among
journalists. In particular, the digital divide, in which
source populations do not have access to or knowledge
about technology, presents a serious challenge.
Additionally, our study reveals both expected security concerns (e.g., government surveillance, disciplinary
consequences for sources) and less expected security
concerns (e.g., financial impact on organizations) held
by our participants. Participants described many ad hoc
defensive strategies to address these concerns, including
ways to authenticate sources, to obfuscate information in
filenames and notes, and to obfuscate communications
metadata by contacting sources through intermediaries.
Finally, beyond the expected usability and adoption
challenges of computer security technologies, we find
that a major barrier to adoption of these tools arises
when they interfere with a journalist’s other professional
needs. For example, participants described the challenge
of authenticating anonymous sources, and more generally, the need to reduce communication barriers with
sources. Our study also reveals the need among journalists for a more general knowledge management platform,
for which today’s journalists use ad hoc methods based
on tools like Google Docs and Evernote. This need may
represent an opportunity to seamlessly integrate stronger
computer security properties into journalistic practices.

4.3

the journalist and source were sufficiently tech-savvy.
The choice of communication technology is typically
determined by what is most convenient for the source,
including the platform on which source is most likely to
respond. Several participants discussed the importance
of reducing communication barriers to sources. In the
words of P13, “taking down barriers is the most important thing to source communication.” Thus, if the source
is concerned about security and sufficiently tech-savvy,
the journalist may use security technologies to communicate; however, several of our participants expressed hesitation about interfering with a source’s decision about
what form of communication — even if insecure — is acceptable. For example, P9 said:
[The source] probably understand[s] the
threat model they’re under better than I would.
So, it brings up an interesting question: do you
go with what they’re comfortable with? Or do
you say, alright, actually let me assess what’s
going on and get back to you with what would
be appropriate. [...] People’s first impression
is that they would go by what the source feels
comfortable doing. As opposed to stepping in
and being paternalistic about it.
This finding suggests that the computer security community must consider sources as well as journalists when
developing secure communication tools for journalism.
Building trust with sources. In order to feel comfortable providing sensitive information, a source must trust
the journalist. While some trust with sources is built
naturally over time, several participants mentioned explicit strategies for building trust with sources, including: speaking with people informally before they become
official sources, being explicit with sources about what
is “on the record,” respecting sources’ later requests not
to include something in a story, and using security technologies to protect communications.

General Practices

We begin by overviewing the general journalistic process described by our participants, in order to provide
important context for the computer security community
when it designs tools for journalists. We highlight security implications where applicable, and dive into these
more deeply in later subsections.
Finding sources. Many participants discussed having
long-term sources (10 of 15), particularly for sensitive information (e.g., sources in government). A different subset described finding new sources relevant to new stories
(10 of 15), often by following referrals from previously
known contacts. The importance of long-term sources
poses security challenges: for example, it may be hard
to protect metadata about communications over a long
period, especially if the journalist’s communication with
that source is not always sensitive (and thus not always
conducted over secure channels).

Communication tools. Table 2 summarizes the nonsecurity-specific technologies participants mentioned using in their work. Primary communication tools include
phone, SMS, and email, with limited use of social media
to contact sources (usually as a last resort). In addition to
digital communication, in-person meetings with sources
are common. While some participants reported meeting
in person for security reasons, most cited this as a means
to gain higher quality information from sources.
Among storage technologies, we note that Google
Docs/Drive is particularly popular, and that many of the
tools mentioned involve syncing local data to cloud storage. Though cloud storage may have security implications (e.g., exposing sensitive data to third parties), few
participants voiced these concerns explicitly.

Communicating with sources. Our participants typically communicate with sources by email, phone, SMS,
and/or in person. Security tools, such as encrypted messaging, were used only in exceptional cases where the
context was known in advance to be sensitive, and both
6

Tool or technology
Phone
Email (unencrypted)
Google Docs/Drive
Microsoft Word
SMS
Social media
Dropbox
Skype
Evernote
Text editor
Chat (unencrypted)
Scrivener

Number of
participants (of 15)
15
15
8
8
8
7
4
4
3
2
1
1

Inter-coder
agreement (κ)
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Note-taking. The journalists we spoke to described a
variety of strategies for taking notes, most commonly
audio-recording (13 of 15), electronic notes (12 of 15),
and handwritten notes (10 of 15). We were somewhat
surprised by the prevalence of audio recording, since
such recordings may be particularly sensitive. Only two
participants explicitly mentioned that they record audio
only when intending to publish a full transcription.
We also asked participants about whether they share
their notes with others. No one we spoke with ever shares
notes outside of their organization, but many (13 of 15)
sometimes share portions of notes within their organization. This sharing is typically done when working with
another journalist on a story or for fact-checking. Most
participants reported using some kind of third-party platform (e.g., Google Docs or Dropbox) for storing and
sharing information. Several mentioned explicit strategies for sanitizing or redacting notes before sharing them
(e.g., using codenames or omitting information); we discuss such strategies further in Section 4.5.

Table 2: Non-security-specific tools. This table reports the
number of participants who mentioned using various nonsecurity-specific tools or technologies in their work.

Devices and accounts. Though participants typically
reported relatively strong “data hygiene” practices for
email — i.e., conducting work-related communications
only from a work email account — everyone we spoke
to used at least one personal device or account for communicating with sources, including personal laptops and
(more commonly) personal cell phones. Many participants reported using iPhones or iPads, often to take photos of documents or audio-record interviews. These devices are not necessarily encrypted, and the resulting files
may be automatically backed up to cloud storage. Personal/professional distinctions were often blurred for social media accounts, and participants frequently reported
using personal Google Drive, Dropbox, or Evernote accounts to sync, store and share data, particularly when
the organization did not have its own enterprise Google
Apps instance set up. As we discuss later, even participants who exhibited otherwise careful data security practices did not express concern about the security implications of storing data with third parties.
Many participants (7 of 15) reported that their employers have administrative access to their work computer, particularly at larger or older organizations. From
a security perspective, this arrangement may allow organizations to ensure that journalists have updated systems and do not accidentally install malware, but it may
also prevent journalists from installing security tools. It
could also potentially expose sensitive information to the
broader organization.
Two participants reported taking actions to circumvent
the administrative rights of their employers: one insisted
on being granted administrative access officially, while
the other silently disabled his employer’s remote access
due to security and privacy concerns. He also mentioned
being required to provide his laptop decryption key to his
employer; he complied, but then re-encrypted his laptop
and kept the new key to himself.

Knowledge management. We identify a possible opportunity for computer security in the knowledge management practices of journalists. In particular, several participants discussed strategies for organizing their notes and
references for different projects and stories over time,
including the use of file system folders, Google Drive,
Evernote, and Scrivener. These knowledge management
techniques were all ad hoc; no two participants described
identical techniques. Indeed, several participants explicitly discussed the lack of a good knowledge management
tool for journalists as a challenge. As we discuss in Section 4.6, this gap represents an opportunity for integrating computer security into the journalistic process.

4.4

Security Concerns

We now turn specifically to security-related issues, considering first the security concerns voiced in our interviews. Because one researcher’s prior experience in the
journalism community suggested that the term “threat
modeling” is familiar but not widely understood, we
elicited these concerns indirectly, by asking: “Of the information that you currently store digitally, would it be
problematic if it were to become known to people or organizations outside of you and/or your news organization? If so, who would be at risk?” Because the concept of risk is dependent on a judgment about vulnerability, we also asked participants about their view on what
kind of sources or information they considered “sensitive,” whether or not they had worked with it personally.
Concrete threats experienced. A small number of participants reported encountering direct tangible threats or
harms themselves in the course of their work. For example, one journalist told us that during his time report7

Category
Threats to
sources

Threats to
journalist or
organization

Threats to
others

Concern
Discovery by government
Disciplinary action (e.g., lost job)
Reputation/personal consequences
Generally vulnerable populations (e.g., abuse victims)
Discovery by others wishing to reveal identity
Physical danger
Prison
Reputation consequences (incl. loss of source’s trust)
Being “scooped” (i.e., journalistic competition)
False or misleading information from a source
Physical threats (incl. theft)
Financial consequences
Political / foreign relations consequences
Other

Number of participants (of 15)
6
6
6
4
3
3
2
9
6
4
2
1
1
1

Inter-coder agreement (κ)
0.88
0.88
0.88
0.65
0.80
0.86
1.00
0.89
1.00
0.36
0.50
1.00
0.50
1.00

Table 3: Security concerns. We report how many participants mentioned various threats to themselves, to their sources, to their organizations, or to others. These are not necessarily threats that participants have directly encountered or acted on themselves — that
is, they discussed threats both in a hypothetical sense (concerns they have) and a concrete sense (real issues they have encountered).

cerns that were generally overlooked by our participants,
despite being well-known to computer security experts.

ing on government-related scandals, his work phones had
been wiretapped, his laptop (and nothing else) had been
stolen from his home, and he had received letters threatening his and his family’s lives and safety. Another described communications with contacts in a foreign region, in which phone communications were regularly terminated when the conversation broached what she perceived as sensitive topics. In total, 6 participants mentioned the knowledge or strong suspicion that their or
their sources’ digital communications had been retroactively collected or actively monitored.

Third parties. Only one participant expressed concern
about the trustworthiness of major third parties, such as
Apple, Google, or Microsoft. While some participants
expressed hesitation about how secure a certain practice
is, they did not explicitly discuss these major technology providers as being a possible security risk. Unfortunately, this implicit trust assumption may not be warranted — e.g., consider reports of government or other
compromises of major companies [34, 66] and the FBI’s
National Security Letters compelling service providers
to release information [50].

General concerns. In addition to these concrete attacks
and threats, participants mentioned a range of risks that
they consider in communications with sources. These
concerns are organized and summarized in Table 3.
Many of the general security concerns reported by
participants were in line with our expectations: governments attempting to identify sources, reputational threats
or harms, and legal or disciplinary consequences. The
most common concern involved reputational harm and
loss of credibility by the journalist and his or her organization, largely characterized as a compromised ability to
gain access to and establish trust with future sources.
Participants also mentioned several threats that we
had not initially anticipated. For example, one participant discussed the possible financial consequences to
his organization when it reported on a scandal involving a major advertiser. Several participants mentioned
concern about being “scooped” by other journalists if
they lost their competitive advantage in having early access to certain information. One participant worried that
her web searches on sensitive work-related topics would
make her a surveillance target in her personal life, so she
avoided doing those searches on her home computer.

Metadata. While a few participants expressed concerns
about the metadata connecting them to their sources (discussed further in Section 4.5 below), most did not discuss metadata as a threat even implicitly. Indeed, even
those who explicitly took steps to protect their notes or
communications (e.g., using encryption) did not generally discuss the need to similarly protect metadata.
Legal concerns. Finally, there was virtually no mention
in any of the interviews of the risk of lawsuit resulting
from or discovery of digitally stored or communicated
information. There are several possible explanations for
this, though comments from most of those interviewed
suggest that they did not feel their own work was ever
likely to be the subject of a government investigation.

4.5

Defensive Strategies

Whether or not they had experienced concrete threats,
most participants reported using some defensive strategies, including security technologies as well as nontechnical or technology-avoidant strategies. Figure 4
systematizes these strategies, and Table 5 summarizes
participants’ use of specific security technologies.

Overlooked concerns. We identify several security con8

Category
Technical defenses

Ad hoc non-technical
strategies

Explicitly avoiding
technology

Physical defenses

Defense
Encrypting digital notes
Keeping files local (not in the cloud)
Encrypted communication with colleagues
Circumventing organization’s admin rights on computer
Encrypted communication with sources
Anonymous communication (e.g., over Tor)
Air-gapping a computer (keeping it off the internet)
Using additional, secret devices or temporary burner phones
Visually obscuring information in photos/videos (e.g., blurring)
Using code names in communications or notes
Claiming bad handwriting as a defense for written notes
Contacting sources through intermediaries
Citing multiple sources to create plausible deniability
Using some method to authenticate source
Communicating in person
Self-censoring (avoiding saying things in notes/email)
Communicating only vague information electronically
Physically mailing digital data (e.g., on USB stick)
Home alarm system
Physical safe (e.g., to store notes)
Shredding paper documents

Number of
participants (of 15)
6
5
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
8
3
2
1
1
7
6
5
2
1
1
1

Inter-coder
agreement (κ)
1.00
0.89
0.81
0.50
0.50
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
1.00
1.00
0.81
1.00
1.00
0.72
0.86
0.83
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

Table 4: Defensive techniques. We report the number of participants who mentioned using various defensive techniques to protect
themselves, their notes, and/or their sources.

Security tool or technology
Dispatch
Encrypted chat (e.g., OTR, CryptoCat)
Encrypted email (e.g., GPG, Mailvelope)
Encrypted messaging (e.g., Wickr, Telegram)
Encrypted phone (e.g., SilentCircle)
Other encryption (e.g., hard drive, cloud)
Password manager
SecureDrop
Tor
VPN

Use regularly
0
5
4
0
0
5
1
0
2
2

Number of participants (of 15)
Tried but don’t use
Haven’t tried
0
1
0
1
4
1
1
0
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
1
1
0
1
0

Not mentioned
14
9
6
14
13
9
13
14
12
12

Inter-coder
agreement (κ)
1.00
0.90
0.92
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.89
1.00

Table 5: Security tools. This table lists security technologies discussed by participants. We report on the number who regularly use,
have tried but don’t regularly use, and haven’t tried each tool. We consider use to be “regular” even if it depends on the sensitivity
of the source or story, i.e., if the journalist regularly employs that tool when appropriate, even if not in every communication.

Non-technical defensive strategies. Since not all of our
participants were computer security experts — and certainly most journalists are not — we were particularly
interested in non-technical or otherwise ad hoc strategies that they have developed to protect themselves,
their notes, or their sources. As reflected in Table 4, a
commonly mentioned non-technical strategy is avoiding
technology entirely, e.g., meeting sources face-to-face,
physically mailing digital data, and/or communicating
only vague information electronically. For example, P6
told us (translated from French):

The reference to Bin Laden echoes an issue raised in a recent report about U.S. journalists, which describes how
concerns about surveillance and increased leak investigations have caused journalists to feel like they must “act
like criminals” to communicate with sources [40].
Some of these non-technical strategies, however, were
cited specifically for their journalistic rather than their
security value. In explaining the choice to meet a source
primarily in person, participant P11 noted:
I think it’s always preferable because of the
level of intimacy and information that you
gain. You get better results and [...] you can
sort of verify in different ways the stories that
they’re telling you.

I don’t use phones, I don’t send email. Sometimes I send SMS messages, but these messages
are very vague. [Later in the interview he
adds:] I don’t use technical methods [to protect my sources]. I prefer to work in an old
fashioned way. A little bit like Bin Laden did.

Ad hoc defensive strategies. We also uncovered a number of ad hoc strategies that make incidental use of tech9

nology. For example, participant P0 described his strategy for authenticating a source whose email address he
found on a public mailing list: he asked that source to
post a particular sentence on Twitter, allowing P0 to verify that the email and Twitter accounts indeed belonged
to the same individual. In another example, P5 described
a strategy for hiding the connection between himself and
a sensitive source in the government by contacting the
source through an intermediary. In particular, P5 called
the source’s assistant at previous job and stated a false
name; when the assistant passed this message on, the
source knew whom to contact.
These strategies of avoiding technology entirely or using ad hoc methods for specific cases suggest that our
participants (and/or their sources) are not always comfortable with existing security technologies, and/or that
these technologies do not meet their security needs in a
straightforward way, as we discuss further in Section 4.6.

anyone else) had ever recommended that they use any
computer security tools or technologies. Of our 15 participants, 10 replied that they had received such a recommendation. Of those, however, only four began regularly
using any of the recommended tools.
For participants who had never tried, or tried but did
not continue using tools mentioned in the interview (see
Table 5), we coded the interviews for reasons for not using security technologies. These reasons are summarized
in Table 6, and we highlight a few important issues here.
Usability, reliability, and education. Echoing findings
from prior studies (e.g., [65]), many participants discussed challenges related to usability of security tools
and the need for education of journalists and sources
about security issues. These challenges result in limited
adoption of these tools among sources and colleagues,
reducing their utility to even the most technically savvy
journalist. For example, one participant described a situation where he and his colleagues worked with sensitive data; as the size of the group grew and included less
security-versed individuals, it became harder to maintain strict data security practices (echoing prior findings
about the social context surrounding such tools [27]).
In addition to the well-known usability challenges
with many security tools, participant P10 described the
difficulty of knowing which tools to trust:
A lot of services out there say they’re secure,
but having to know which ones are actually
audited and approved by security professionals — it takes a lot of work to find that out.

Technical defensive strategies. As reflected in Table 4,
several participants explicitly mentioned using security
technologies to protect themselves, their notes, or their
sources. Table 5 summarizes specific security technologies mentioned, broken down by how often participants
mentioned using these technologies.
Most commonly, participants mentioned using encryption to protect communications or stored data. Even
participants with low computer security expertise often
mentioned and even used encryption. For example, P5,
who otherwise mentioned no technical security strategies, uses the Mac Disk Utility to encrypt virtual drives
on his machine. Indeed, several participants mentioned
using built-in file or disk encryption of this sort, suggesting that these tools are reasonably discoverable and usable. The lack of installation overhead may also contribute to their prevalence among our participants.
Participants who reported use of computer security
technology for source communication fell roughly into
two groups: those whose sources demanded it, and those
who had participated in some kind of computer security
training either through their workplace or at an external
event. Sustained use, however, was seen only in intrainstitutional communications (largely chat). Those who
used these tools for communication with sources did so
only sporadically (as required by a particular source),
and reported an extended timeframe to become comfortable using them (particularly GPG and OTR).
We observe several security technologies that were
under-represented in our interviews. For example, SecureDrop [26] and Dispatch [12], which were designed
specifically for journalists, were mentioned by only one
participant who did not report ever having used them.

Digital divide. A challenge frequently mentioned in our
interviews (by 4 of 15 participants) is the “digital divide”: many sources do not understand or even have access to computer security technology, making it infeasible for journalists to use technical tools to secure their
communications with these sources. As our participants
described, this challenge applies particularly to vulnerable populations, such as low-income communities, abuse
victims, homeless people, etc. To take just one example,
P12 discussed the digital divide as follows:
Most of the [sensitive sources] I’ve worked
with [are] also people who probably aren’t
very tech-savvy. Like, entry-level people in
prisons, or something like that. So if they were
really concerned about communication, I don’t
quite know what a secure, non-intimidatinglytechy way would be. [...] Some of them don’t
even necessarily have email addresses.
Lack of institutional support for computer security. Another important challenge for some journalists attempting to use security technologies is a lack of institutional
support. Though some participants described supportive
organizations, 9 of 15 mentioned that they did not have

Reasons for not using security technologies. We asked
participants whether anyone (a source, a colleague, or
10

Category
Usability and
adoption

Interference with
journalism
Other

Reasons for not using security technology
Not enough people using it
Digital divide: sources don’t have/understand technology
Security technology is too complicated
Hard to evaluate credibility/security of a tool
Creates barrier to communication with sources
Doesn’t want to impose on sources
Interferes with some other part of their work
Work isn’t sensitive enough / no one is looking
Uses a non-technical strategy instead
Insufficient support from organization
Tool doesn’t provide the needed defense

Number of
participants (of 15)
5
4
3
2
5
5
3
8
6
2
1

Inter-coder
agreement (κ)
0.79
0.86
1.00
0.50
0.64
0.83
1.00
0.41
0.70
0.80
1.00

Table 6: Reasons journalists report not using security technologies. We report the number of participants who mentioned
various reasons for why they haven’t tried or don’t regularly use computer security technologies. Note that some of these themes
may overlap (i.e., a single statement made by a participant may have been coded with more than one of the themes in this table).

anyone to go to for help with computer security issues
who was both within their organization and whose role
explicitly involved providing technical support of this nature. Instead, 5 participants had no one to ask for help or
had to go outside their organizations, while 4 received
help from other journalists within their organization who
happened to be knowledgable about these issues (e.g.,
because they cover related stories). Similarly, many participants (6 of 15) explicitly reported not having administrative privileges on their work computers, making it
difficult or impossible to install security tools not officially supported by the organizations.

explicitly mentioned meeting with sources face-to-face
for security reasons (in addition to journalistic reasons),
they did not mention taking precautions like leaving behind or turning off electronic devices at these meetings.
Indeed, many participants (though not necessarily those
using face-to-face meetings for security reasons) mentioned using their iPhones or other devices to audiorecord in-person conversations with sources. Participants
also frequently use document management services that
sync data to a third-party cloud service, such as Google
Docs and Evernote.

Inconsistencies and vulnerabilities. Finally, we reflect
on several inconsistencies or vulnerabilities that we observed in the described behaviors of our participants.
A common inconsistency (observed in 5 of 15 interviews) involved protecting data effectively in one context but insufficiently in another. For example, participant P5 (quoted above) avoids using technology to communicate with sources due to real threats he has encountered (including eavesdropping, laptop theft, and death
threats) — but uses his iPad (with no mention of encryption) to photograph sensitive documents provided without permission by sources.
Participants also frequently discussed or acknowledged the potential danger in a particular practice, but
did not change their behavior. For example, P10 told
us: “I should have a separate work [Gmail] account
but I just use my personal one” — a sentiment echoed by
other participants. As another example, when asked if he
takes steps to protect his notes, P5 responded: “I should.
But no.” In another case, though a participant considered
herself “comfortable” with computer security technology
and worked with sensitive information, she did not use
and seemingly could not name any security tools.
We also identified several vulnerabilities present in the
behaviors of participants but not explicitly acknowledged
by any of them. For example, while some participants

A major goal of our study is to inform future efforts
by the computer security community to develop tools to
protect journalist-source communications. To that end,
we identify needs of journalists in their communications
with sources that are hampered or unfulfilled by current
computer security technologies. Needs that are still unfulfilled present immediate opportunities for future work,
while needs that are hampered suggest reasons why existing technologies have failed to find greater adoption.

4.6

Needs of Journalists

Functions impeded by security technology. One of
the reasons that participants noted for why they have not
tried or do not regularly use certain security technologies
is that they interfere with some component of the journalistic process. As reflected in Table 6, 3 of 15 participants
mentioned this reason. Taking a closer look at which
functions are impeded by existing security technologies
(and should be considered in future tools for journalists),
our participants mentioned the following problems:
• Anonymous communications may make it difficult
for journalists to authenticate sources, or to authenticate themselves to sources.
• Using security tools may impede communications
with colleagues who don’t use or understand them.
• Constraints on communications with sources may
reduce the quality of information journalists can get.
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For example, P13 described the tension between
anonymous sources and authenticity:
If I don’t know who they are and can’t check
their background, I’m not going to use the information they give. Anonymous sourcing is
fine if I know who they are, and I’ve checked
who they are, and my editor knows who they
are, but they can’t keep that from me and then
expect me to use the information they provide.
In other words, a source’s communications must be
anonymous to everyone but the journalist with whom
they are communicating, and that journalist must be able
to prove the authenticity of that source to others (e.g.,
their editor). This need suggests that tools like SecureDrop [26], which supports anonymous document drops
for journalists, are unlikely to be widely adopted in isolation — highlighting the need for the computer security
community to interface with the journalism community.
On the flip side, P6 discussed the need for sources to
authenticate him when he attempts to reach them, describing how sources are unlikely to answer the phone if
they cannot see who is calling them.
In order to develop computer security technologies
that will be widely adopted by journalists, the computer
security community must understand such failures of existing tools. We emphasize that these failures are not
merely the result of computer security tools being hard
to use (a common culprit [65]) but often arise when a
tool did not sufficiently account for functions important
in a journalist’s process, such as the ability to authenticate sources. In Section 5, we discuss what the specific
failures above mean for where technologists should focus their efforts in this space.

to keep sensitive data off the Internet (e.g., air-gapping).
Mutual authentication and first contact. Some participants discussed ad hoc strategies to authenticate sources,
or to authenticate themselves to sources. As noted above,
current security tools for journalists may hamper these
needs, rather than addressing them. Participant P0 spoke
in particular about the tension between anonymity and
authentication in first contact:
The first contact is never or very rarely anonymous or protected. If someone wants to give
me some information and we don’t already
know each other, how would he do it? He could
send me an email, yeah, okay — but then how
could I be sure it’s him? Unless he contacts me
with his real identity first. It’s very difficult to
have the first contact secure.
In this “first contact” problem, it is nearly impossible
for journalists to entirely avoid some metadata trail when
communicating with a source, since their initial contact
will almost universally take place over a channel whose
metadata is associated with the journalist’s professional
identity (e.g. telephone, email, or social media). Given
the pivotal role that metadata has played in recent leak
prosecutions [54], this is a significant security concern.
Digital divide. As discussed above, several participants
expressed the need for better security technologies that
work across the digital divide, in order to protect their
communications with sources who have low technical
expertise and/or limited access to technology.
These unfulfilled needs represent immediate opportunities for future work on secure journalist-source communications within the computer security community,
with varying types and degrees of challenge. We discuss
these new directions further in Section 5.

Security needs unfulfilled by technology. In the previous paragraphs, we described needs of journalists that
we infer from their reasons for not using certain security technologies. In addition to making these inferences,
we also asked participants to report specifically on any
concerns or issues related to computer security to which
they have not yet found a good technical solutions (i.e.,
“I wish somebody would build a tool that does X”). From
the responses to this question, we extract several technical security-related needs currently unaddressed.

Other technical needs. Though we asked participants
specifically about unaddressed issues related to computer
security, a few also (or instead) expressed more general
technical needs that have security implications.
For example, several participants discussed the difficulty of manually transcribing audio recordings of interviews and expressed a desire for better machine transcription. Our interviews show this unaddressed need led
to at least one insecure practice by a participant, who described planning to use her iPhone’s or Mac’s speech-totext feature to transcribe audio recordings of interviews
with sources, seemingly unaware that this might send the
audio of potentially sensitive interviews to the cloud [9].
Thus, as journalists develop ad hoc workarounds for
tasks where a technical solution is missing from their
toolset, they may unintentionally introduce vulnerabilities into their process.
More generally, as mentioned above, several partic-

Usability, education, and adoption. As discussed above,
several participants mentioned usability concerns (the
need for more usable security tools) and education concerns (the need for education about these issues for both
sources and journalists), both for themselves and to increase the adoption of security technologies among others. Specifically, participants asked for better and easierto-use tools or services for encrypted email, encrypted
file sharing, and encrypted phone calls, as well as ways
to prevent emails from being accidentally forwarded and
12

ipants discussed the need for a systematic knowledge
management tool for journalists. P11 was most explicit:
There were different kinds of litigation software that I was familiar with as a lawyer,
where, let’s say, you have a massive case,
where you have a document dump that has
15,000 documents. [...] There are programs
that help you consolidate and put them into a
secure database. So it’s searchable [and provides a secure place where you can see everything related to a story at once]. I don’t know
of anything like that for journalism.
This absence of a dedicated knowledge management
tool for journalists represents an opportunity for computer security. If such a knowledge management tool
seamlessly integrated computer security techniques to
protect stored data and communications without significant effort on the part of the journalist, it would significantly raise the bar for the security of journalist-source
communications.

5

bility with some essential aspect of the journalistic
process. A tool that increases barriers to communication or prevents a journalist from determining the
authenticity of a source will see limited adoption.

5.2

In addition to supporting ongoing efforts at educating
and training journalists with respect to existing computer
security technologies (e.g., [17, 43, 47, 62]), we distill
from our findings the following recommendations for
where the computer security community should focus its
efforts.
First contact and authentication. The challenge of
securing (or retroactively protecting) a journalist’s first
contact with a source remains a hard problem, especially
given the tension between anonymity and mutual authentication. Determining authenticity, both of sources and
of journalists, is of fundamental importance in the journalistic context and should be addressed explicitly by
anonymous communication tools. For instance, successful approaches might leverage existing identity networks,
as with the participant who asked his source to post a specific sentence on Twitter — similar to social authenticity
proofs used by Keybase (https://keybase.io/).

Discussion

We elaborate on the implications of our findings for the
computer security community and make concrete recommendations for how those considering journalist-source
communications can most fruitfully direct their efforts.

5.1

Recommendations

Metadata protection. Protecting metadata of journalistsource communications is crucial, especially in light of
successful leak prosecutions based on metadata information [54]. In practice, metadata is both legally and
technically unprotected: none of the defensive strategies
described by our participants was truly foolproof, especially with respect to metadata. Protecting metadata is
challenging because it requires that both journalists and
sources understand the risk, because it is brittle (e.g., a
single failure to communicate securely can compromise
dozens or hundreds of exchanges), and because it can
conflict with other journalistic needs (e.g., the need for
authentication in first contact). The computer security
community should consider metadata protection in this
context and develop effective, usable, and transparent solutions that can account for long-term communications
of varying sensitivity.

Key Take-Aways

From the perspective of the computer security community, we consider the following take-aways to be the most
important ones from our findings:
• Journalists commonly make decisions about how to
communicate with sources based on the technical
access and comfort level of the sources themselves.
Thus, limited adoption of technical security tools
for journalist-source communications stems in large
part from the limited technical access and expertise
of certain vulnerable populations.
• Journalists face technical challenges unrelated to
computer security, including the lack of systematic
knowledge management tools and limited technical support for transcription. In developing ad hoc
strategies to deal with these challenges, journalists
sometimes introduce additional security vulnerabilities into their practices.
• A journalist’s organization plays an important role
in his or her access to and competence with computer security technologies. Organizations that restrict a journalist’s ability to install security (or other
software) tools, or where many employees have
limited technical expertise, reduce the effectiveness
and adoption of security and other technologies.
• An important reason for the failure of some security
tools in the journalistic context is their incompati-

Focus on sources. Since the methods and security of
journalist-source communications often depend on the
technical expertise and access of sources, the computer
security community should focus not only on educating
and building tools for journalists but also for sources.
Enabling and improving access to computer security
technologies for low-income and vulnerable populations
(e.g., through a collaboration with public libraries and/or
by supporting “dumb” phones or other access methods)
will provide benefits to these communities far beyond
their interaction with journalists. Meanwhile, future
13

studies should also interview and/or survey sources to
shed light on their perspectives and needs.

qualitative study of 15 journalists at well-respected journalistic institutions in the U.S. and France.
Our findings provide insight into the general journalistic practices and specific security concerns of journalists, as well as the successes and failures of existing security technologies within the journalistic context. Perhaps
most importantly, we find that existing security tools
have seen limited adoption not just due to usability issues
(a common culprit) but because of a mismatch between
between the assumed and actual practices, priorities, and
constraints of journalists. This mismatch suggests that
secure journalistic practices depend on a meaningful collaboration between the computer security and the journalism communities; we take an important step towards
such a collaboration in this work.

Knowledge management. Our findings suggest that
journalists desire — but lack — a solution for systematic knowledge management to support storing, organizing, searching, and indexing story-related data and documents. This need presents an opportunity for computer
security: if security techniques and tools are seamlessly
and usably integrated into a well-designed knowledge
management tool for journalists, these could see wide
adoption within the industry and significantly raise the
bar for the security of journalistic practices. For example, given the reliance among our interviewees on
third-party cloud storage, a secure (and easy-to-use)
cloud storage solution integrated into such a knowledge
management tool would provide significant benefits. A
knowledge management tool that also supports secure
communication — such as encrypted chat or email within
the organization — would also benefit affiliated but nonstaff members of the organization (e.g., freelancers).
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Understanding the journalistic process. We encourage the technical computer security community to continue engaging closely with the journalism community.
While many of the themes observed in our interviews
and highlighted in this paper may be well-known within
the journalism community, several of them were surprising to us. The prevalence of ad hoc defensive strategies
among our participants suggests mismatches between existing computer security tools and the needs and understandings of journalists. To create technical designs that
address journalists’ most significant security problems
without compromising necessary professional practices,
the computer security community must develop a deep
understanding of the journalistic process. These efforts
are likely to be most valuable if they are iterative, involving the development of tools that are then evaluated and
refined in the field among the target population.
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